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LaRouche Hosts EIR Video

‘Storm Over Asia’: U.S. Needs New Foreign Policy
O

n November 27, Executive Intelligence Review magazine announced
the release of “Storm Over Asia,” a vital
policy report by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
The two-and-a-half-hour video explores,
in depth, the current drift into a new global conflagration, and proposes a new
American foreign policy—based on the
best traditions of our Founding Fathers—
to reverse that otherwise inevitable course
towards war and economic ruin.
LaRouche reviews the ongoing crises
in the Caucasus region along the southern
tier of Russia; in the Indian subcontinent;
in Africa; and in Ibero-America; exposing
the hideous incompetence—and worse—
of the U.S. State Department under
Madeleine Albright, and the outright
geopolitical treachery of the Blair government in Britain. He develops the relationship between the ongoing collapse of the
world financial and monetary system and
the impulse towards regional, and eventually global, confrontation, drawing on
the experiences of the two world wars of
the Twentieth century.
LaRouche reviews his own role, during the period from 1977 to 1984, in pro-

anti-German, anti-Russian
geopolitical agenda, which led to
the collapse of German industrial potential and the wholesale
looting of Russia. This folly has
led us to the brink of a new
strategic confrontation.
To set the proper framework for understanding the
current policy crisis and its
appropriate solutions, LaRouche reviews the issues that
Video image, “Storm Over Asia.” shaped the American Revolution and the development of the
idea of a “community of principle”
moting what President Ronald Reagan
among perfectly sovereign nationlabelled the Strategic Defense Initiative.
states—the basis for John Quincy Adams’
The videotape describes how LaRouche
development of American foreign policy.
came to the conclusion, by the autumn of
Later, LaRouche delves into the founding
1988, that the Soviet empire was about to
principles of Western civilization, dating
collapse, and that the prospects for Gerback to the period of Classical Greece and
man reunification were immediately on
then to the early Fathers of the Church,
the table. Instead of adopting LaRouche’s
tracing that tradition through the Europroposals for a “Marshall Plan”- and
pean Renaissance, and into the founding
“Food for Peace”-approach towards the
of the colonies in North America.
nations of the collapsing Soviet bloc, Brit“Storm Over Asia” is available from
ish Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher,
Executive Intelligence Review magazine
U.S. President George Bush, and French
for $50.00 plus shipping and handling.
President François Mitterrand adopted an

Sergei Glazyev’s Genocide Released in English
Russia in the 1990’s: “The rate of
annual population loss has been more
than double the rate of loss during the
period of Stalinist repression and mass
famine in the first half of the 1930’s. . .
. There has been nothing like this in the
thousand-year history of Russia.”
—Sergei Glazyev

D

r. Sergei Glazyev’s Genocide,
released by Executive Intelligence
Review in December, analyzes the catastrophic decline of the Russian economy
and the deformation of society from
August 1991 through August 17, 1998,
from the author’s unique vantage-point as
a member of the government, Deputy of
the State Duma, and then economist at

the Security Council and the Federation
Council staff. In documenting the devastation of Russian industry and living standards, Sergei Glazyev’s
account makes intelligible
the anger of many Russian
patriots at Western leaders
who still preach staying the
destructive course that was
packaged as “free trade
and democracy.”
Doctor of Economic
Sciences at age 29, specialist in “the theory of longterm technological development” and graduate of
the prestigious Central
Mathematical Economics

Institute (CEMI) of the Soviet Academy
of Sciences, Sergei Glazyev was one of the
economists destined for a post as a “young
reformer” in post-Soviet
Russia. He became Minister of Foreign Economic
Relations in independent
Russia’s first cabinet under
President Boris Yeltsin,
and was the only member
of the government to
resign in protest of
Yeltsin’s abolition of the
Parliament and the Constitution in 1993.
Dr. Glazyev went on
to win election to the
State Duma in December
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